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Computerised ultrasound of epidermis and dermis density

MF3 Swiss Independent CRO Institute’s Clinically Proven 
Evidence of Skin Replenishment

Example of dermis density increase

Before Treatment 1 Month 2 Months 3 Months

PROVEN RESULT: 46-Year Old with Skin Density of a 20-Year Old
(On skin microrelief, average roughness, forearm, etc)

Purest Vegetal Placenta and DNA Cellular Components 
obtained by CeluxinisTM Proteolytic Enzyme Technology

MF3 remains the only Swiss-proven placental supplements 
with an independent evidence-based placebo studies from 
Switzerland.

Get the 
Total Body Rejuvenation 
         and Vitality you desire

Placenta Origin
The Cell Culture of a special species of 
Non-GMO rare plant.

VP SOFTGELS AF SPECIAL PROPERTIES
• ENHANCE PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
• LESSEN FINE LINES AND WRINKLES
• REPAIR CELLS DAMAGED FROM FREE RADICALS
• WHITENS THE SKIN
• ENERGY BOOSTER AND IMPROVES FLEXIBILITY OF JOINTS

Vegetal Placenta Softgel Advanced Formula (AF) is a daily 
nutritional supplement softgel for general wellness and 
rejuvenation. Dermacenta™ (scientific code 511573) is a cell 
culture from non-GMO rare plant species containing the same 
amino acid contents and distributions as those in mammal 
placenta with health benefits that match that of its animal 
counterpart. MF3’s heatless ‘Cold Extraction’ Celuxinis™ 
Proteolytic Enzyme technology is used to procure VP Softgels’ 
active ingredients ensuring their bioactivity upon consumption. 
Coated with the same technology as PE Softgels AF, VP 
Softgels AF is one of the best high-performing plant-based 
nutritional supplements in the world.

PE Softgels Advance Formula (AF) is a daily nutritional 
supplement with premium sheep placenta* and marine extracts 
for wellness and rejuvenation. MF3 has created PE Softgels AF 
with ingredients that are rich in growth factors, dermal 
bio-activators, amino acids, vitamins and minerals obtained from 
premium marine protein and ovine placenta for your general 
health. Produced with a double enteric coating system, the 
softgels can bypass the stomach and dissolve in the small 
intestine where the active ingredients are fully absorbed by the 
body, promising unrivalled health benefits at cellular level. PE 
Softgels AF is truly the pioneer of high performing natural food 
supplement. 

The Pioneer of Vegetal Placenta 
Anti-Aging Oral Supplement with 
Botanical Stem Cell Extracts

VP Softgels 
Advanced Formula

Ovine placenta obtained from EU State certified closed 
colony (CCC) of healthy sheep which has been bred for over 
40 generations in pollution free pastureland. 

Rediscover youth and vitality 
with MF3’s line of age-defying 
products, inspired from the 
wonders of life, for your life. 

The World’s Most Advanced 
Anti-Aging Oral Placenta + Highly 
Polymerized Fish DNA Supplement

PE Softgels 
Advanced Formula



A New Dimension 
in Caviar Science 
for Beauty 

Hand gel
Soothes and nourishes 
skin to restore softer, 
smoother and more 
youthful looking hands.

Eye gel
Rejuvenates areas of 
the eyes to diminish 
visible signs of aging 
and fatigue.

Total Rejuvenation
Inside Out 

Reduction of constitutive
pigmentation after 90 days

Improvement on overall 
skin fairness after 56 days

Apply Melasma DNA Corrector on cleaned face 
to the targeted dark spots in the evening.

CORRECT MELASMA DNA CORRECTOR
Targeted Roll-On Spot Corrector

Apply Caviar DNA Day Serum on cleaned face in 
the morning on areas to be lightened. Always 
use a High Protection Sunscreen before going 
out in the sun.

HYDRATE CAVIAR DNA DAY SERUM 
Intense Hydrating Caviar Complex

RENEW CAVIAR DNA NIGHT SERUM 
Overnight Cell Renewal Accelerator

Clean face and apply Caviar DNA Night Serum in 
the evening on the areas to be lightened. 

www.mf3swiss.com

2 months 12 months later

MF3 Caviar Skin 
Revitalisation with Marine DNA and

OxygeninTM 

Moisturizer
Provides long-lasting 
hydration for a more 
nourished and radiant 
complexion.

Bluecell 
Extracts AF2

Neck gel
Apply on area of the 
neck to maintain an 
equally beautiful skin.

Multiple Award-Winning Credentials

 AVAILABLE SOON!

&   Placenta 3R Serum
Caviar Marine 3R Serum 

eneva

Bluecell Extracts Advanced Formula 2 
(AF2) is a fast absorbing, moisturizing 
formula that combines the rich cellular 
nutrients of blue plants and several other 
bioactive botanical extracts and essential 
lipids for rejuvenation of the face, eye and 
neck.


